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BOSS-LEVEL GENETIC WEAPONS, HUGE IMPROVEMENT

inside the tower of the stone man.

After the voice in the sky announced, the elite trial began.

On the gray ground in front of Lu Yuan, a stone man appeared again.

But this time the stone man is no longer gray and white, but dark gray.

After the stone man appeared, he clenched his fists with both hands, touched his chest,
then roared and stepped on the ground with one foot.

咚!

The ground exploded, and his body rushed towards Lu Yuan.

Lu Yuan's pupils shrank slightly.

"high speed!"

The speed of this dark gray stone man has almost reached the level of 50% refinement.

Although it was still a bit worse than Lu Yuan, it was much faster than the gray stone man

in ordinary trials.

The dark gray stone man appeared in front of Lu Yuan, blasted out a punch, and hit Lu

Yuan.

The fist wind howled, blowing Lu Yuan's hair.

Lu Yuan cut out the heavy sword in his hand and collided with the fist of the dark gray
stone man.

Boom!

Under the roar, cracks appeared in the fist of the dark gray stone man, and his body flew

upside down.
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Lu Yuan felt the power of the dark gray stone man, and he was slightly relieved.

The attack strength is not weak, but the damage it can cause to Lu Yuan is very limited.

is also fortunate, otherwise, it would be a bit difficult for him to break into deeper levels.

After confirming the strength of the dark gray stone man, Lu Yuan stepped forward with

his sword, and attacked the stone man with continuous slashes, smashing his head.

"Pass the Elite Level 1 trial and get a reward: 10 drops of Moonstone Spirit Dew."

Lu Yuan's eyes lit up, but there were 10 drops?

This reward is ten times that of the ordinary trial level 1.

Isn't that level 2 more?

"Trialer XI9201, is it an elite level 2 trial? If you refuse, you will leave the Shiman

Tower."

"Take a trial!"

Lu Yuan directly agreed.

As expected, there were 10 dark gray stone men in the second-level elite trial.

The combat power of 10 dark gray stone men together is more powerful than 100 gray

stone men.

It took a long time for Lu Yuan to kill them all.

"Pass the Elite Level 2 trial and get rewards: 100 drops of Moonstone Spirit Dew and one

drop of Moonstone Essence."

"Huh? Is there something different?"

Lu Yuan's eyes lit up and looked into the sky.

A piece of moonstone spirit dew appeared, and there was a drop of silver liquid in the

center.

Moonstone Essence.



Lu Yuan put the Moonstone Essence in his hand and obtained the information of the
Moonstone Essence.

Moonstone Essence is the essence refined by the Moonstone Spirit Dew. The effect is
similar to that of the Moonstone Spirit Dew. It can improve the cultivation base and heal

injuries. If you use it more, it can also make your own defense stronger.

However, the effect of Moonstone Essence is a hundred times that of Moonstone Spirit

Dew!

is not only the effect of improving cultivation.

The healing effect of Moonstone Essence is also extremely strong, even stronger than good
healing potions.

Lu Yuan carefully collected the Moonstone Essence and did not use it directly.

If you use this thing when you are seriously injured, you might have one more life.

Then Lu Yuan absorbed 100 drops of Moonstone Spirit Dew.

At this moment, his tempering degree finally reached 41%.

After absorbing the Moonstone Linglu, Lu Yuan started the Elite Level 3 trial.

100 dark gray stone men appeared.

Lu Yuan spent a lot of time and finally killed them all.

Although his defensive ability is extremely strong, the dark gray stone men did not cause

much damage to Lu Yuan, but the 100 dark gray stone men continued to fight, and Lu

Yuan still suffered serious injuries.

He used that drop of moonstone essence to maintain his heyday.

Elite level 3 trial passed, this time Lu Yuan obtained 1000 drops of Moonstone Spirit Dew

and 10 drops of Moonstone Essence.

Lu Yuan absorbed the Moonstone Linglu, and the tempering degree reached 48%.

Not only that, he absorbed more than a thousand Moonstone Spirit Dew, and Lu Yuan
could clearly feel that his body became stronger under the nourishment of Moonstone
Spirit Dew.



Muscles, bones, and skin have become stronger and stronger than before.

The defense is nearly 10% stronger, and the power and speed have also increased.

You need to know, this is not an improvement brought by Lu Yuan's tempering genes, but
an additional improvement!

These are all effects brought by Moonstone Linglu.

After the level 3 elite trial, there was no higher level trial that Lu Yuan had originally

imagined, but the level 4 elite trial.

Lu Yuan naturally chose to agree.

The opponents of the 4th level elite trial are a total of 1,000 dark gray stone men.

Even if it is a strong person with a 100% tempering degree who has burned the elite genes,
it may be weak in the face of so many dark gray stone people.

After all, it takes too much spiritual power to kill so many stone men.

Where does the trainee-level genetic warrior have so much spiritual power?

1,000 dark gray stone men rushed towards Luyuan, and the earth shook under their feet.

Lu Yuan even worried that he would be trampled to death by them.

Fortunately, Lu Yuan discovered that as his tempering degree continued to increase,
coupled with Yueshi Linglu had improved his own defensive ability.

At this moment, while running the Dark Iron Body, the Dark Gray Stoneman could not

even break the defenses of Lu Yuan.

This makes Lu Yuan happy.

He completely ignored his own defenses, constantly swinging his sword and slashing,
killing the dark gray stone men one by one.

When the spiritual power is consumed too much, it will absorb the spiritual crystal to

restore the spiritual power.

Lu Yuan felt the same as when he fell into the ant nest, and he swung his sword to

numbness.



I don't know how long it took, the last dark gray stone man was killed by Lu Yuan with a

sword.

The voice in the sky sounded.

"Pass the Elite Level 4 trial, get rewards: 100 drops of Moonstone Essence, Gene
Armament: Moonstone."

In front of Lu Yuan, there were 100 drops of silver moonstone essence floating, and a

moon-white meniscus stone.

The moon's white meniscus is flashing with a dark blue light.

Lu Yuan's eyes were immediately attracted by the dark blue light, and his face was

shocked.

"Cyan, is a boss-level genetic weapon?!"

General elite-level genetic weapons emit a green light, while boss-level genetic weapons
emit a cyan light.

You must know that elite-level genetic weapons are already extremely powerful and

precious.

For example, the beetle claw epee in Lu Yuan's hand, even if his current tempering degree

is more than 40%, it is still very useful.

He killed tens of thousands of fierce beasts in the underground palace, and he didn't get
elite level genetic weapons again.

One can imagine how precious the elite-level weapons are.

Unexpectedly, now they are rewarded with boss-level genetic weapons? !

The surprise came so quickly, he wondered if he was dreaming.

The rewards for level 4 elite trials are so rich!

Lu Yuan quickly put things into his hands.

Origin Land brought the information of the Moon Stone into Lu Yuan's mind.



Moonstone: This is a genetic weapon belonging to the heraldic type. It only needs to be

included in the genetic chain, and it does not need to be manifested to be effective.

The effect of this moonstone is to increase the strength of all aspects of the physical body,
and there is also a special moonstone guardian ability.

Moonstone Guardian is a guardian ability that can resist mental attacks and protect the
spirit of the owner.

can protect the spirit, is a very powerful guardian system ability.

After all, this is the special ability of the boss-level genetic weapon.

Unfortunately, Lu Yuan felt that he might not be able to use it.

Trainee-level genetic warrior, where will the spirit system attack?

is too ridiculous.

In contrast, the all-round increase in physical strength has surprised Lu Yuan.

He thought, UU reading www.uukanshu.com wanted to put the moonstone into his body.

However, as soon as he absorbed it, Lu Yuan's body tingled a little, and he stopped

quickly.

"Is this a boss-level weapon? It requires such a high level of physical body. Even if my

current temperament is almost 50%, I still can't bless it."

He sighed, "You have to continue to practice. Fortunately, there are still 100 drops of

Moonstone Essence."

Lu Yuan looked at the 100 drops of silver liquid in the air and smiled.

"Let's absorb it now."

Luyuan began to absorb the essence of moonstone.

1 drop, 10 drops, 20 drops...

The spiritual power contained in the moonstone essence is a hundred times that of the
moonstone spiritual dew. With the absorption of the land edge, the rich and vast spiritual

power quickly tempers the gene chain of the land edge.



In the white mist in his body, the gene chain became brighter and brighter.

50%, 55%, 60%...

After Lu Yuan had absorbed 71 drops of Moonstone Essence, his body showed a tingling

sensation of fullness, and his body could no longer absorb spiritual energy.

Even the extremely gentle spiritual power of the Moonstone Essence cannot be absorbed
infinitely.

71 drops of Moonstone Essence, which is equivalent to 7,100 drops of Moonstone Spirit

Dew, is also equivalent to the spiritual power contained in more than 7000 Spirit

Crystals!

If it is absorbed according to the spirit crystal, it will take about ten days for Lu Yuan to

absorb it!

And now, it only took a few minutes!

With such a vast spiritual power, even if Lu Yuan had burned an extraordinary gene at an

elite level, the spiritual power required to refine the gene chain was several times higher

than that of the ordinary gene, and he still increased the tempering degree to 74%!

As the tempering degree increased, Lu Yuan's physical body was much stronger than

before, and vast power surged from Lu Yuan's body.

is much stronger than before!
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